
Opening a new vendor relationship 
is a lot like car shopping. It’s a process: 
You read up, you do the research. You 
find out what you like, who sells it and 
then you ask about the seller’s reputa-
tion. But what cinches the deal is going 
down to the lot to kick the tires, meet the 
salesperson, maybe even chat with the 
dealership owner in person.

Visiting The International Travel 
Goods Show is like that visit to the deal-
er’s lot. This is your chance to see the 
goods in person, talk with the salespeo-
ple, maybe meet a product designer or 
even the company president.

This article does the research for 
you. The descriptions that follow were 
assembled from manufacturer interviews 
and correspondence, websites and 
brochures. They’re not designed to be 
comprehensive, but to provide you with 
a snapshot – enough company back-
ground to establish interest, so you’ll 
know who to visit at The Show.

The companies presented here are all 
first-time exhibitors to The Show. Some 
are long-established concerns who are 
new to the industry; a lot are startups, 
newly launched with a bold, innovative 
idea and hopes of disruptive glory.

So enjoy this sneak peek at what’s in 
store at the Las Vegas Convention Center 
February 27-March 1. Mark those calen-
dars and the exhibit floor map, and visit 
some of these new, prospective vendors.

Bottleguardian Booth 2175
Bring Your Own Bottle. No Corkage 
Required

BY  G A R R E T T  L A I

AAACK! Booth 1157
Emergency Prep by the Stack
Where are you going? How long will 
you stay? What will you be doing? 
These are the most important aspects 
of any journey, with almost infinite 
possible answers. That’s why AAACK 
Pack travel emergency kits are custom 
configurable, with just the right over-
the-counter medicines and sundries 
for your destination and activity. The 
company offers a number of pre-made 
destination/purpose-based kits like the 
Allergy Pack (heavy on antihistamines 
and decongestants), Executive Travel 
Pack (anti-wrinkle spray, stain remover, 
earplugs), Honeymoon Pack (sunscreen, 
lip balm), Music Fest Pack (sunscreen, 
ear plugs, hand sanitizer); to which you 
can add extra items, or you can custom-
build your own using AAACK Pack’s 
zip-together modular pods.

Travel emergency preparedness, by the stack: 
AAACK Pack’s pods are pre-loaded with the 

most-needed sundries and medications to tackle 
in-travel wardrobe crises and health issues.

On show: AAACK Packs are stack-
able pods that zip together, preload-
ed with just-in-case essentials custom 
selected for your type of journey and 
length of stay, with contents selected by 
an advisory panel of health care pros. 
MSRP: $23.98-$64.35

When it comes to fine wines and spir-
its, glass bottles are the perfect stor-
age vessel – non-reactive, flavorless, a 
material that’s stable forever. But glass 
bottles aren’t the perfect transport ves-
sel; they’re not crushproof, leak-proof 
or unbreakable. Luckily, they’ll fit inside 
the Bottleguardian, which is all of these 
things. Think of it as a transport cap-
sule for bottles – armored protection for 
treasured spirits that also safeguards 
your suitcase’s contents against wine 
stains and broken glass contamination.

On show: The Bottleguardian 
Travel Case, which accommodates most 
750 ml wine bottles and draws on 
founder Mark Van Dyke’s experience 
in offshore oil, working with “sensitive 
materials in a hostile environment.” 
MSRP: $15-20

Cont inued on page 48

Cheers! Bottleguardian is a crush-
proof polyethylene space capsule 

that safeguards most standard wine 
industry 750 ml bottles in checked 

luggage, with leak-proof con-
struction thanks to a screw-top 

closure backed by a robust 
O-ring seal. Measures 14” x 
4.5”, or 8” tall empty, with 

top inverted and 
nested.
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Dream Duffel Booth 4042
Your Personal Garment Rack, to Go
Inspiration for this ingenious carry-on 
case with built-in garment rack came 
from an unlikely source: dance competi-
tions. Carrying multiple outfits, makeup 
cases and other dance essentials – and 
then having no place to hang garments – 
might be a dance contest reality, but it’s 
also an all-too-common travel problem. 
Keeping competition essentials orga-
nized and on hand is no different from 
urban travel – especially business travel. 
Which makes Dream Duffel’s offerings 
terrific crossover products for travelers, 
even if they don’t dance.

lated, ultrasonically sealed, and come 
with slider lid tops for splash protec-
tion on the run. The see-through con-
struction makes these cups the perfect 
design canvas – custom graphics may 
be applied with decals, Mylar and even 
glitter or other inserts.

On show: BPA-free polymer insu-
lated drinkware in 
16- and 24-oz sizes, 
made in the USA 
in a huge array of 
colors and graphic 
styles. MSRP: $9.99 
(16 oz) and $14.99 
(24 oz)

Freeheart’s Ethic 
Elephants graphic, on 
Mylar insert, is one of 

dozens of designs that 
can be applied to the 

company’s plastic insu-
lated drinkware.

G-RO Booth 2106
Big Wheels Are Better
You can’t miss G-RO’s signature inno-
vation: Giant wheels on its 2-wheel 
rolling luggage, which provide less roll-
ing resistance – especially over soft or 
uneven terrain, like thick carpet and 
cobbled pathways, even stairs! G-RO 
optimally positions the bag’s center of 
gravity relative to the wheels, for easier 
handling. This was a high-interest item 
in 2015, raising $4.5 million in crowd-
funding and garnering praise and inter-

Cont inued from page 47
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The built-in garment rack makes Dream  
Duffel’s Carry-On an incredibly practical case for 
traveling professionals. Pair this carry-on with an 
Attitude Hanging Accessory Case, with small-
item organization and mirror, and it’s essentially 
an on-the-go makeup station, turning anyplace 
into a complete wardrobe prep space.

est from the likes of Travel + Leisure, 
Forbes and Inc. magazines.

On show: The G-RO Carry-On big-
wheel suitcase with dual USB charg-
ing ports and power bank, 15” laptop 
pocket, TSA-accepted locks, expansion 
capability and an eye-catching design 
that’s part robot, part space-age tobog-
gan. MSRP: $399

Global Suit Case Co. Ltd.  
Booth 3162
Building Better Cases and Accessories
The Global Suit Case team brings 
with it a lot of experience in luggage 
and accessories, covering all aspects – 
sourcing, design, sales and marketing 
– to bring bold, practical ideas to the 
consumer. Its range of clever luggage 
and travel accessories includes LCD 
digital readout self-weighing luggage, 
Travel Sentry-compliant locks and other 
traveler essentials.

The smart-ready G-RO Carry-On suitcase with 
power bank and dual USB charging ports, 
dedicated external 15” laptop compartment, 
Bluetooth-enabled Tile Slim luggage tracking, 
and a dozen fun color combos. Measures 22” x 
14” x 9”, weighing 9.3 lbs, with 3-height tele-
scoping handle.

Global Suit Case offers a full line of luggage and 
accessories, including tags, locks and unique 
solutions such as a plug-in mosquito repeller. 

Global Suit Case’s range of clever luggage and 
travel accessories includes LCD digital readout 
self-weighing luggage, Travel Sentry-compliant 

locks and other traveler essentials.

On show: The Dream Duffel Carry-
On’s built-in 49” tall garment rack turns 
this 24” x 15” x 9.5” case into its own 
closet, with four zippered exterior pock-
ets and five inside mesh organizer pock-
ets. With the Attitude Hanging Accessory 
Case addition, it’s like having your own 
Hollywood-worthy wardrobe trailer. 
MSRP: $155 and $38.50, respectively

Freeheart - Covo Drinkware 
Booth 1163
Keeping Cold Drinks Cold, and Hot 
Drinks Hot, in American made BPA-free 
Polymer
Freeheart’s ultrasonically sealed poly-
mer drinkware is the smart way to take 
your beverages with you on the go. 
The BPA-free polymer cups are insu-

On show: Global Suit Case puts 
a spin on the self-weighing suitcase, 
with a patented design that requires 
no lifting, which the company feels is 
a more practical solution to the prob-
lem of overweight luggage. All products 
are designed in house, including a full 
brace of baggage and accessories.

Grand Fusion Housewares  
Booth 3170
Your Personal Closet. Made to Fit Your 
Carry-on
Innovation, beautiful design and trust-
worthy quality are the guiding principles 
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behind Grand Fusion Housewares, and 
it’s evident in its wide range of prod-
ucts that encompasses bath accesso-
ries and personal care, borosilicate glass 
drinkware, kitchen gadgets, household 
storage, organizing solutions, and now 
travel.

On show: The patented Stow-N-Go 
Portable Luggage System, a hanging 
organizer that simplifies packing and 
unpacking. Hang the Stow-N-Go in the 
closet at home, load up its three shelves, 
then simply unhook it and lower it into 
your suitcase – it will accordion down 
to hold everything in place, secured by 
twin compression straps. On arrival you 
undo the straps, lift the Stow-N-Go out 
to hang in the hotel closet, and voila! 
You’re unpacked. Available in two sizes. 
MSRP: $24.99-$49.99

use with five different configurations 
including a laundry hamper, wheeled 
backpack, cooler, shopping bag and 
carry-on.

Cargo Carrier. This molded cargo box 
fits factory roof racks and aftermarket 
designs, accommodating round, square 
or aero crossbars up to 3.75” wide. 
Think of it as an extra trunk for your 
road trip getaway, a streamlined way to 
add 9 or 18 cubic feet of storage space to 
your vehicle so you’ll enjoy a little more 
traveling room for your most precious 
cargo: yourself and your passengers.

On show: The Car Top Cargo 
Carrier, in 9 cubic foot (46.6” x 27.4” 
x 17.3”) and 18 cubic foot (57” x 39” x 
19.5”) configurations. MSRP: $249.99, 
$279.99

Kennedy International Booth 1085
Bringing Laura Ashley, G-Force and 
Macbeth to Travel

Cont inued from page 48
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The clever Stow-N-Go is one of those “why 
didn’t I think of that?” ideas, an elegantly simple 

solution to packing and unpacking. It’s a lift-
out shelf system that snugly secures clothing 

in a wrinkle-resistant state while in transit, and 
transforms into a hanging in-closet organizer at 

the hotel.

Handy Sandy Booth 1091
A Magically Versatile Carry-on with 
Extra Check-in-size Capacity
Handy Sandy founders Sandy and Celia 
grew up with a family history that 
includes more than 40 years in the lug-
gage business – their father worked with 
Bernard Sadow to manufacture the first 
wheeled suitcases for U.S. Luggage in 
the 1970s. And now Sandy and Celia 
are, ironically, separating the suitcase 
from its wheels, with a detachable cart 
luggage system of their own design. The 
Handy Sandy Cart + {PLUS} System 
was designed for travel and everyday 

On show: Sometimes, your luggage 
needs are asymmetric – you can get 
away with a carry-on for the outbound 
flight, but need check-in size capac-
ity for hauling souvenirs or product 
samples home. The only realistic solu-
tions are less than perfect: buy a cheap 
bag for the return trip, or get hit with 
a checked bag fee for a near-empty 
suitcase on the outbound. Enter Handy 
Sandy’s Magic Suitcase, a carry-on bag 
that cleverly conceals a folded 28” suit-
case within. MSRP: $200

Impact Plastics Automotive  
Booth 2140
Car Top Cargo Carrier – Road Trip  
Space Saver
Packing twine might be fine for hauling 
the Christmas tree on the roof of your 
car, but you’ll need something more 
substantial and weatherproof for road 
trip luggage. Something like the Car Top 

The Magic Suitcase is a unique luggage system, 
a carry-on and check-in bag that work in concert. 

The Convertible Carry-on attaches to the com-
panion wheeled cart; and the patented, Foldable 

28” Checkable Suitcase with rigid polypropyl-
ene base and nylon shell fits within the carry-on.

Kennedy International’s travel offerings include 
branded items from Laura Ashley, G-Force and 

Macbeth, including the pictured RFID card wal-
let, Jet Set 6-piece travel set, passport sleeve, 

mini case, travel pillow and luggage tag.

Founded in 1996, Kennedy International 
is an import specialist with more than 
two decades of experience in house-
wares, kitchen and bath, cosmetics and 
travel accessories. The company ser-
vices its retail customers from its offices 
in Dayton, NJ as well as a Manhattan 
showroom and a product catalog more 
than 8,000 items deep.

On show: Travel items from Laura 
Ashley, G-Force, and Macbeth, the new 
accessories line from Margaret Josephs 
of the Real Housewives of New Jersey.

MONT5 Booth 3185
Built to Last, One Special Piece at a Time
MONT5, named for Pakistan’s five 
8,000+ meter peaks, specializes in hand-
made durable leather goods, all crafted 
in Pakistan. The company is almost 
completely vertical, processing and 
dyeing its own leather, and strives to 
adhere to ethical business practices with 
its craftsmen employees and vendors. 
MONT5’s goal is to connect customers 

Tool-free installation and assembly, aerodynamic 
contours and heavy duty HDPE plastic construc-
tion lets you safely sling more than 100 lbs of 

cargo atop the roof in a weatherproof cocoon.
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with individually crafted leather items 
that aspire to the same timeless, rugged 
character of the company’s namesake 
mountains and showcase Pakistan’s arti-
sanal tradition of quality leatherwork.

On show: Fine leather goods hand-
crafted in Pakistan, including wallets 
and jackets, backpacks, totes and duf-
fles. MSRP: $60-$500

Sleep-A-Board Booth 2179
Turn That Backpack into an In-flight Bed
Being unable to find a comfortable 
in-flight sleeping position has inspired 
a lot of inventors to try their hand at 
creating a better travel pillow. Sleep-
A-Board founder Andy Miller took it 
further, and designed a bed. The 10.5” 
x 8.5” x 2” Sleep-A-Board is designed 
to fit inside a backpack, but extends to 
15.5” and projects from the top of the 
pack to provide a comfortable headrest 
in the forward-leaning sleep position.

Cont inued from page 50
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Measuring 18” x 10” x 10.5”, the WWII Leather 
Luggage Bag is the ideal weekender, with brass 
hardware, YKK zipper and antique finish full 
grain vegetable tanned cowhide. Perfect for 
carry-on travelers, hipsters seeking a city tote or 
gym bag. MSRP: $169

Projekt Booth 3136
Seamless Integration of Fashion, 
Function, Style and Performance
Projekt’s products hail from “where art, 
music, sports, travel, leisure and busi-

Projekt’s Puddle Jumper 21” roller, intended for 
international carry-on travel, features a 7.45-lbs 
chassis on smooth-rolling 5” urethane wheels, 

multiple organizer pockets that include an inter-
nal garment organizer/compression strap, 2” 

of expansion room and crush-resistant, faux fur-
lined pocket for valuables like designer shades 

and portable electronics. MSRP: $249.99

ness meet for drinks.” The Vancouver, 
B.C.-based company launched in 2013 
with its Mile High Collection, and has 
since branched out with six distinctive 
collections of luggage and travel items, 
all with its playful interpretation of 
modernist utility.

On show: With heavy duty fea-
tures like 5” urethane wheels, Level 10 
military grade zippers and a crushproof 
valuables pocket, the full-depth Mile 
High Collection includes an appropri-
ately named Sky Beast 34” roller with 
ABS plastic shell and a massive 123-
liter capacity, cabin-size Co-Pilot roll-
ing duffle, laptop cases, urban-oriented 
daypacks and even a lunch sack. MSRP: 
$14.99-$399.99

RetraStrap Booth 2173
Hands-free Convenience, Added on

Hands off! RetraStrap attaches to a rolling bag’s 
trolley handle, converting rolling carry-on bags 
into hands-free luggage, adding convenience 
while relieving hand, wrist, arm and shoulder 
strain. Nice!

On show: The Sleep-A-Board, 
which attaches to carry-on size back-
packs to provide a head and neck rest 
for sleeping in the forward-leaning posi-
tion. Deploy it in flight, on trains and 
buses, even in terminal or transit sta-
tion waiting areas. Since the backpack 
is worn/clutched in front of you, it also 
protects it from theft so you can enjoy 
some worry-free shuteye. MSRP: $29.95

Solgaard Design Booth 3146
Solving Problems with Beautiful, 
Exceptional Solutions
Solgaard Design’s product philoso-
phy is simple: “We see problems 
and we invent exceptional solutions. 
Everything we make must be beautiful 
and better.” Its fans certainly agree, 
launching this company with a $1.2 
million crowdfunding round for its 
Lifepack backpack in February 2016, 
with more than 20,000 bags shipped to 

Turn your daypack into a bed for forward-leaning 
sleepers. The Sleep-A-Board extends to 15.5” to 

protrude from the top of the backpack, providing 
a padded, comfortable surface to lean against 

so you can snore in comfort, enjoying head and 
neck support while in the sitting position.

Having boarding passes and ID at the 
ready, a carry-on, personal items, in-
flight snacks and reading material on 
hand, the world’s greatest juggler would 
be hard pressed to keep it all together 
walking through the airport concourse, 
which is why RetraStrap provides some 
welcome relief. It might not tame every-
thing, but it will turn standard rolling 
luggage into a hands-free item.

On show: The RetraStrap, a retract-
able shoulder strap that attaches to 
carry-on rolling luggage permitting it 
to be towed behind, hands free. MSRP: 
$24.99
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date; the company has since branched 
out into solar-enhanced power banks 
and even a cleverly innovative analog 
watch.

On show: The Lifepack bag range, 
including the Lifepack Solar Powered 
and Anti-theft Backpack and Lifepack 
Carry-on Closet rolling suitcase with 
patented pop-out/pop-up shelving sys-
tem. MSRP $89-$199

On show: The Travel Mat, which 
rolls up for easy transit but provides 
full-length coverage of airline seats with 
convoluted foam within a bamboo or 
cotton fabric cover. MSRP: $35-$40

TUPLUS Booth 3161
Putting the “Plus” into Travel Comfort 
and Convenience
High-end metal manipulation and man-
ufacturing techniques help set TUPLUS, 
founded in Dallas in 2015, apart from 
the field of luggage startups. Detailed 
industrial design, and manufactured 
features like a one-touch TSA lock, alu-
minum and magnesium alloy construc-
tion help give this upstart newcomer’s 
products a distinctive look and feel.

On show: The TUPLUS one 20” 
carry-on suitcase features a patented, 
one-touch TSA lock system for stream-
lined security on this 22.8” x 13.8” x 7.8” 
case. MSRP: $365-$399

manage moisture and reduce friction 
so travel won’t become a footsore affair.

On show: Double-layer CoolMeshII, 
Merino CoolMeshII and Escape socks 
with hydrophobic inner layer to pull 
moisture away from the skin to keep 
feet dry and comfortable, with less skin 
friction due to the interaction between 
the inner and outer sock layers. MSRP: 
$14-$17

WRIGHTSOCK’s Double 
Layer Merino CoolMesh II 

Crew sock in Grey/Smoke is 
a go-to travel sock for many of 

the company’s retail customers, 
with patented anti-blister tech-
nology for enhanced podiatric 

comfort that’s proven by a 
sterling reputation in the 

outdoor and running 
industries.

ZIPIT Booth 1144
Getting Carried Away with Fun
ZIPIT’s signature products are fun, vir-
tually whimsical creations made almost 
entirely from zippers – ribbons of zip-
pers that assemble themselves into coin 
purses, pencil cases, even full-size shoul-
der bags and totes as you work the zip-
per pull around and around. But under-
lying this playful exterior are serious 
organizational features and technolo-
gies that make ZIPIT’s items reliable 
travel companions for the real world.

Lifepack Hustle is Solgaard’s original Lifepack, 
reinvented as a smaller-size top-loading back-
pack or shoulder bag. Both include Solgaard’s 
Solarbank with Bluetooth speaker and colossal 
11,000 mAh capacity – enough to charge most 

smartphones six times over or stream 96 hours of 
your favorite tunes. In four hours, the Solarbank’s 

built-in solar panel can store enough juice to 
fully charge a cell phone via its 1.0- or 2.1-amp 
USB ports (Solarbank reaches full charge with 

approximately 24 hours of sun exposure, or six 
hours via micro USB).

the TRAVEL MAT by thermalay 
Booth 2176
The Full-body Travel Pillow
Extensive travel throughout Southeast 
Asia with his young son inspired ther-
malay’s James Bounsall to create a 
comfort-enhancing item for in-flight 
use, resulting in the Travel Mat. “It is 
really an extension of the neck pillow,” 
says Bounsall. The Travel Mat will roll 
up and compress to the approximate 
thickness of a neck pillow, but “when 
you get on your flight you roll it out and 
your seat is 100% more comfortable.”

TUPLUS one is the first travel product from 
TUPLUS, with a sleek aluminum shell and alu-
minum and magnesium alloy construction that 
brings this full-featured, sturdy 22” hard case in 
at just 8.6 lbs.

WRIGHTSOCK Booth 2157
A 60-year Tradition of Family Owned 
Comfort
There’s no getting around it – travel of 
any sort is hard on the feet. And while 
we all know to rely on comfortable 
shoes, what goes in the shoes is just as 
critical. With a 60-year heritage of fam-
ily ownership and a hard-earned repu-
tation for performance in the outdoor 
and running segments, WRIGHTSOCK 
definitely knows how to enhance foot 
comfort with patented designs that 

Rest easy, anyplace: The Travel Mat is designed 
to roll up for easy carry atop standard-size carry-
on bags, but unfurls to a 15” x 59” full-body mat 
for use on airline seats, or directly on the ground.
MSRP: $35-$40

On show: Cartoonishly fun mini 
organizer pouches, shoulder bags, pen-
cil cases, lunch bags, messenger bags 
and backpacks. MSRP: $3.99-$49.99 b

A built-in organizer makes ZIPIT’s Shell Backpack 
feel like an office on the go, with a place for 

everything within its EVA outer shell. A padded 
back and straps provides physical comfort, with a 
lifetime warranty providing peace of mind for this 

backpack with its multitude of colorful designs.
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